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of magnitude smaller than the leakage indueed -by
deviat-ion of the direction of 'SAW propagation from
<110> when both deviations are small and of the same
order. This attenuation, in turn, is comparable with
the dissipative attenuation at angies gr€ater than 20
for SAW's with frequencies of the order of hundreds
of megahertz. The practical conelusion of the present
study is that the direetion of SAW propagation must
be carefully monitored in order to minimjze leakage
attenuation; precise or:ientation of the plane, on the
other hand, is not as important. If the direction
of SAW propagation deviates less than 20 from <110>.
ieakage attenuation can be disregarded.
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The ray paths of Ra1'leigh u'aves in transmission across smooth large-scale surface irregularities are anal5'zed.
Surface ray equations are derived, and calculations are carried out lor several typical irregularities in the form
of axist'mmetrical recesses or protuberances and cylinders of variable curvature.

The interaction of Rayleigh waves with surface irreguiarities of various shapes and sizes provides the
basis for a whole series of important surface-wave
applications, priurarily in ultrasonic fiarr' deteetion,
seismology, and acoustoelectronics,r The interaction of Ral4eigh wa\ies with small inegularities has
received the most attention theoretiealiy (see, e.g.'
the surveys in Refs. 2 and 3). Inhotnogeneities of
fairly iarge dimensions have been studied to a far
Iesser extent (see Ref. 4 and the Uterature cited
therein), because speeial mathematical approaches
must be used, or direct numerical calculations must
be carried out in each investigated situation. An
important modification of surface iregularities, n'hich
are largely anrenabie to analytical treatntent' is the
case of smooth iarge-scale irregularities in the form
of surface zones of variable curvature satisfying the
relation kpmin >> 1, where k is the Rayleigh wave
number, and- pp1iy1 .is the minimum radius of curvatur,e of the surface. The smoothness condition implies that the variation of the radius of curvature
over distances of rvavelength order tnust be relative-

Iy smail.

It has been shorvns that the influence of the investigated irregularities in the general case of a
three-dimensional surface geometry is manifested
613
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prirnariiy in anisotropy of the velocity of Rayleigh
waves transmitted across them and in'the refraction
of those waves relative to the geodesic directions if

the eurvature of the surface varies along the transpath. We note that the indicated refraction,
in particular, is the cause of guided sur.face-tvave
transrnission in smooth topographical waveguides, s-7
The corresponding dispersion reiations for waveguides of various configurations are given in Refs.
6 and ?.
?he deterrlination of the ray paths of surface
waves transmitted across smooth large-seale irregularities is also of major interest. This question can
prove to be central to the solution of a great many
practical problems in uitrasonic flaw detection and
seismology, e.g., in calculating the field after an
obstacle or in determining the location of a sound
source or flaw, and aiso in acoustoelectronics for the
analysis of delay Lines rvith curved surfaces and
high-quaiity geodesic lenses.
mission

The problem is also of definite methodoiogical
significance, because its solution can be used as the
basis for straightforward modeling of wave processes
of a djfferent physical origin, ineludingthose in
outer space. I Prelinrinarv results of ealculations of
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angie e between r and k where k is the Rayleigh
wave vector: n = n(r, c), lvith these consideta_
tions in mind, we can transform Eqs. (1) as follows:

dr 0a
ar dk,
dA dro
dt 0k,
-:-

-;:;;-

where allowance

FIG, 1, SDheroidal recess rouded into the surface of a torus.

k92

the paths of surface rays for elementary tyaes of
smooth irregularities have been reported previously.e
In the present article we generalizl the rLsuits obi
tained in this work and g-il-e new d.ata from ray path
calculations for several typical irreguiarities in the
form of axisymmetrical recesses or lrotuberances and
cylinders of variabie curvature (of the round.ed
wedge tpe). We discuss all the problems that
usually arise in the calcuiation of fields in the geometrical - opti cs ( geometrical-acous tics ) approximalion,
specificaliy the characteristics of families. of surface
rays and their envelopes, i.e,, caustics, correspond.i_ng to regions in which the field is subjected to
focusing.
Since the investigated smooth surface irregulari-

at

(1)

dP' aE
r - -;:-'
vL
u&l

\z

)

Here xi denotes generalized coordinates, the role of
which is taken by orthogonal seurigeodesic coordinates on the surface in our case; pi = ki are generalized momenta, where ki are the conrponents of
the Rayleigh wave vector; H = o = eop/n(xi, pi) is
the Hamiltonian, where r,r is the angular frequency,
n(xi' Fi) = co/c(x1, ni) is the index of refraction of
a Rayleigh wave by the curved surface, and co and
c are the Rayleigh wave phase veiocities on the flat
and curved surfaces, The velocity e is reiated to
co by the equations -7 r12
c:c"(1]-q),
(3)
where n = au/kopu + ayikopy, ko = c,r/eo is the
Rayieigh wave number on the plane, ps and py are.
the smooth radii of curvature of the surfaee in the
direction of the vector wave normal and perpendicular to it, respectiveiy, and au > 0 and a., > 0 are
constant coefficients, which depend on the elastic
properties of the medium.
We derive the fundamental equations describing
the propagation of a Rayleigh rvave in the neighborhood of an axisl'rnmetrical reeess or protuberance.
We interpret the generalized coordinates xi as the
distanee r, measured along the surface from the center of the recess, and the polar angle 0. By virtue
of the axial synrmetry'of the problem, the refractive
index n(xi, pi) does not depend on the angle o and
is determined entirelv by the distance r and the
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(4)

made

(5)

for the fact that k= (k"2 i

Analogously, Eqs. (2) aequire the form
dk, dor: v0rlk L r..-1
dn\
--:: : t j
\--r n - ---=-dr
ttt
n- -drt

dk,

(5)

do

-il-- - *:'t'

(7)

sin a:const.

(8)

It follows from Eq. (?) that kg = (k2 - kr t j tlz 7 =
kr(1 - cos2a)r/: = cost(t). We therefore arrive at
Snel|s law in the axisymmetrical case:
,lcr

Making use of Eq. (8) and the relation ke/r
we can reduce Eq. (6) to the equation

Ak, dd 0k,
An 0nAa
6k" 0a 0k"

aE

apr'

lvzltlz.

.70n
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Iln
d-c^E-' n, Akr'
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ksino

da
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lt
76n\
_:__sinzl_*__1.
\r
dE
n
n drt
Bearing in mind that
0n dn da
dn

ties represent inegular anisotropic media fronithe
standpoint of Rayieigh wa\res, where the directions
of energy transfer (ray directions) do not coincide
with the directions of the wave normals,s-7 it is
convenient in geometrical-acoustics (GA) calculations
to use the surface ray equations in Hamiltonian form
(see, e.g., Refs. 10 and 11)
i'

ox,:

cc
n
co.
n

ic

sin

a
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da '
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-

kr cosa 6a,'

(

10)

(

11)

we write the fina-l system of equations describing the
ray paths of surfaee waves in paranietric form (1he
parameter is t):

dr col
L dn\
dt n\
nsina 0a/'
-:-tcoscr+--f.
d0 co/sina _-.|-lt 7 0n\

nrcosadat'
dt n \ r
da. co
tdn\
lt
\ r n drt'
dt
n

nr sin @:coDst.

(L2)
(13)
(

14)

(15)

Dividing Eqs. (12) and (14) by (13), we can eliminate the paratDeter t, transforming to ray-path equations that contain only the spatial variables r, B,
and c!:
dr

sss

d.4 (7/n sin a) dn/ 0d

de

sin

a-

da

sin

(1/n cos a) Ar-/ 0o,'

a,(l/r*n-'

0n/ 0r)

sina-(1/n cosa)dn/Od'

dg

rrr sin

a:cons[.

(16)
(17)
(18)

The ray-path equations for the case of a onedimensionaliy irregutar medium (cylinder of variable
curvature) are easily formulated by similar reasoning.
Here n = D(2, o), where z is the surface eoordinate

to the generatrix of the cylinder, wNch is oriented along the x axis, and o is
the angle fornred by the wave vector k with the z
axis. Equations (1) acquire the form
measured perpendicular

dto

dt
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ak,
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1 dn\
_[cosc!+__l
n \
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(1e)
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di Ak. D \
and Eqs. (2) hale the forni
da,
dI
n sin
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-;
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SID
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(

20)

(

21)

dz '

(22)

c:consl '

where, as in the axisymmetrical cas.e, the Snell's iaw
relation (22) is taken into account ln tne transformation to Eq . ( 21 ) .
Eliminating the parauleter t from Eqs ' (19)-(22),
we obtain
(23)
cos a* (1/n sin a) An/ 0a
sin d-(t/ncosa)6n/da
n-'

da

(24)

sin s, 0n/ 0z

slsa-(l/n

cosd)0n/Ao'

(25)

z sin a:const.

give a few examples of ray-path calculamakes
tions using ihe above-derived equations' Itaxislmto s"tart with the simplest case of an
with its edge
"""a.
tn"i*i""f spheroidai ?ecess of radius Rs
eross-secw-ith
torus
a
of
rounded into the surface
(Fig' 1)' We
ii"""i*Jirs R much smaller than R"
.ot.""rred only with refracted ray-s here' be"r"
cause tn" coefficient of reflection' of Rayleigh'waves
are genit"*-tir" boundaries of the rounded surface
the
ealeulaIMoreover.,
(small 1/koR).
jn"t.iiytf """y
the reflected ray paths is obvious' We
ii""
r
radius
the
coordinates:
i"oa""" polar surface
m"a=rr".d frorn the center of the recess' ^and .the.
e' The entire irregr:iar su.rface is chal'pof""
""g'i"
by two parameters: the outside radius ro
acterized*
the inside radius
iin.- .-""f*-t is fiat at r > rs) and
of the
ri (the observation point lies on the.surface
<
coreri
r
coordinate
The
ri).
ro
torus at "the
Sr :
srirfdce of the sphere of radius R.s.'
;;;;;; 1o
r'rith
il.""g""aing the quantity 1.i Rs in comparison
inciuciing
and
Rs
R
i/R G ugr,t"of thJ assumption
f
on
oniy the iadial value of the principal curvature we
reason)
same
(for
the
it"" rlr*t""" of the torus
'
the entire
*"it. ti." "alues of 1/ ou and 1/91' forequations:
in accordance with the Euler
"""i"". (
(r(ro'
t
$/R)cos' d; r'
;= 1 o: i.,y ,r,o,
We now

\lo)

c; r'(r(r"
.2ri, ,-=.o.
;
Consequently, the refractive index n(r' u) differs
frorn unity at ri : rsro:
1

=

f ( 1/R)sin'

i

o;

n(r. u1:g,lg=l-\.

where rr:

( 1/A',,?) ( a,
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Finaliy
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(27)

(a"-a') sir' al.

A

iii.

the
The dependence on a in Eq' (2?) c-haracterizes
velocilY,.P.::^H':"
waie
n"vr"igil
the
of
anisotopy
Dq' "f
the curvature of the surface' \{e substltule
relation
the
(2?) in (18). As a resuit, we obtain

t'-

..ti

i

{, - *t""-

(a"-4.) sinr ol }tio a:ro sin

ao:p'

( 28 )

vIG. 2.

Plotting of ray paths in t}re case of a spheroidal re-

cess.

where ro and a0 eonespond to the initial data for
the ray, and p has the significance of . an itnpact
We now expreas the quantity sins froln
p.""t"tl".
'ie. (28). Utilizing
the smallness of the anisotropic
inlrement in the biaces' we can achieve our goal by
soiving Eq. (28) vtith allowance only for the first
in 1lkoR. The corresponding solution
"pp"oiit.iion
has the form

,6o=e(r.h_#*)

(2s)

The substitution of Eq- (2?) in the solution (16) in
this approximation gives

!=,"ts[t*ffi1

(30)

cot o = l(1 - sin 2a)r/2/sin
o, we oltain the final surface ray equation for the
case in question frorn Eqs' (29) and (30):
P')(r- a(4"-4"))
P(n-a!
-a'-ar
l*R ' ,.,,
.
I dr' r'\'' lt"rq k*R r" /\v-vin- '|r ,''
L a! _ar-ai l:\tl
l, _ p" (,
,.
t' r,, \' ft".R k"R /' t J
where 01n is the angle of entry of the ray i?to the
i"r"gui"i'""gion corr:esponding to r = ro' ,.T1"-in;tegration in Eq' (31) -is e-arried out ac.cordlng to rne
ue-havior of tire ray'ro If the ray arrives frout outminus
iia", tn" integration is carried out with the
(if such
rig'"'f"ot r' ="ro to the turning-point.11 turning
1, and witl the plus sign fr-orn the
ro)'.
""-irt.
p"int i" the obsen'ation poini.r (for. ri s r s the
irif iir" observation point r is situated outside
region, the integral is evaluated either from
""g"f"" (ii tne absence of a turning point) or frotn
the value
"^-to
;: i;;i"'i "tat"o* rt to ro. l" ulY-case,
gives
theappro(31)
eq'
to
oi e caiculated according
of the anglE of emerg'ence Sout .of the
p"i.t.
the irregular-region' A more detailed
i"u f""t"ufu.
piJt"i.-"r ihs bef;avior oi the rays can be obtained
1 and 2 ati;;; F'ig. 2, in wNch the superscripts
ch.aracterize the
i""it"A io the angles 8ir', and eout
fact that a ray can cr6is the jrregular. region trqice'
geotnetrical construcit is readily infered from thethe
theorem of sines'
iions i" Fig' 2, aecording to

Ailowing for the fact that

that

8r':arcsin [(rnlr,)sin a,] -an. a':oo*0i'i.

IJ4J

The value of the angle o, for an outgo-ing ray can
a ray
be deterrnined fron Snell's iaw (18)' if
Eq' (18)' *
;;";;;'ih;-J"tt" r = rt, accordi4gto
stn o^ =
sin cr = n siDoz, nro sin-e, = nri sin c2t' and nangle
of
sin l. = 1'ro/rifsino 1' The
thai
so
=in "..
the
to
ir"r-iil"" 1, of the outgoing-r:ay-relative
Iine0 = 0 is obviously rr = os - 86ut'

rf+)'

Iti:
:t

,':.
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FIG. 3, Paths of surface rays ProPagaLing in t-tre vicinity of
romded edges. a) Recessl
spheroidal irregutaritiessitbtoroidally
b) protuberarce. The nrubers characlerize the agles of indidence do of the rays in degrees.

culated nulilerically on a computer according to Eq.
(31) and the foregoing relations for a medium with
Poisson ratioo = 0.25 in the case of a recess and a
protuberance Ithe quantities R in Eq. (31) are
evaluated with the minus sign in the latter caseJ for
values of the par€.meters koR = 25, ri = 20 mm, ro = 25 mm, ro = 100 mm, and R = 5 mm. ihe quantitieis
au and av were assigrred the values au = 2 and a., =
-0.17 (see Refs. 12 and 14). The calcujated ray paths
for various angles of incicience d0 are shown in Figs.
3a and 3b for the cases of a recess and a protuberance, respeetively. ltie see that the rays deviate
from the center in both cases, despite the different
signs of the curvature of the rounded region. Tlr-is
result can be attributed to the fact that the influence
of the shape of the irregular region (ring) is deeisive in the given situation. The irregular reg'ions
can be regarded here as analogs of meniscus lenses
in optics, 1s which are known to have a lorv sensitivity to the properties of the refracting medium.
It is evident from Fig. 3 that the rays are focused
in both cases, form.ing caustic zones. The field
tends to infinity in'the nei.ghborhood of caustics in
the GA approximation. i! 'r3 In reality, this process is manifested as a substantial increase of the
surface wave amplitude in the indicated zone, whieh
can play an important role in seismological and uitrasonic flarv-detection problems.
We deseribe another sample calculation: an
axisymmetrical recess or protuberance with a smoothly varying curvature. Let a recess be formed by
rotatioin of the logarithmie curve z = a ln x about the
z axis, where a is a parameter, so as.to form the
surface of revoiution z=aln(x2+y2)rl 2 =alnu. In
order to make the depth of the recess finite, we assume that its bottom is the surface of a sphere of
radius !. joined to the logarithmic surface (FiS. 4).
We introduce the surface coordinate r, rneasured
from the center of the recess, accor.ding to the equation .- j ( 1+:")'.c1r where zt = dz I d.tt. Integ::ating,
we obtain

r_++-

,:"ll

r

La-aFIG. 4. Logarilhnic recess.

The values of efo, e[ut, and the angle of inclination y2 of an ouifoing-iay in repeated crossing
of. the ire-gular region (see Fig. 2) are deterndned
in exaetiy ihe same way' However, it is not necessary to derive analyticil expressions for these
quantities, because the ray paths can be plotted
entireiy fromthe parameters ein, Ojut, and 1r by
vitrue of the well-known property of symmetry of
the paths about the straight line joining the center
to the nearest point of the pathro '13 (in the given
situation, this iine is the perpendicular drawn to
the Une Lharacterized by ihe coordinates ri, 03ut
at which the ray emerges and by the angle of inciination 1r ) .
lf the ray does not cross the cil'cle r = ri, i'e',
if a turning i:oint is present, we have o. = c' and
the angle ir = l, is given by the equatlon 1r = I 03ut - c!3.
The quantities Ofrr, Ojrr,, and Y1 have been cal616
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!o=1
(33)

a1

(*ttTTFDtrrn r _ arcts7
(1+tl+fn', o I a\

r l- _i_________:____:_

I
I

sin\arctgT/ J|
Equation (33) is rather cumbersome. We therefore assume that a >> g. We further restrict the
problem to values of u satisfying the condition u >> a.
Equation (33) is simplified under these assumptions:
R

a:

-ul

L* z" i 7' = -u2 I a-

a I

2= -V2 I a.

(34)

the principal radii of curvature, which are the quantities of interest, according
to the well-known equations of differential geonretry
(Refs. 16, 1?) and we express them as functions of
the surface coordinate r. The principal radius of
eurvature Rr (aiong the coordinate r) is given by the
equation n"'= ir + i')'izlz' - u2 la+3a12=-i'/a, i-n
which i = r - ain(2alg), and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to u. We deterrnine the prineipal radius of curvature R6 in the direction of rotation, invoking Nlenier's theorem, !7 which stipuiates
that Rg = -u/eosd in this case, where d is the
angle between the horizontal plane and the normal
to the surface; the minus sign characterizes the
concavity of the surface in the direetion of rotation'
We now determine

V, V. Krylov
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Irtaking use of the fact that tan(n 12 - ;) =_z__grr4_
bearingin mind the relationsinx= !:ranxl./I +tan2>i,

we have

r=utaln(2a/l).

Thus, the principal radii of curvatut'e Rr and Rg are
equal in absolute value but opi:osite in sign in the
g'iven approximation. The fact that the surface coJrdinates i and r differ by the constant tel"ut aLn(\al
r.) impties nothing more than a change of origirt. We
shall therefore disregard this term in subsequeut
transforrnations, taking it into consideration ouly
in the final plotting of the ray paths.
In iight of the foregoing discussion, the refractive index n(r, o) in this case has the form
:

FIG. 5. Paths of surface rays propagaLing i-n tlre vicinity of a
logarithnicrecss (a) and a ).ogarithnic protuberace (b). The
nmbers characLerize t-he angle of ray incidence oo in degrees.

(35)
cos 2a.
- --;----;-;-;--;7
toa\r/a. )
Substituting Ee. (35) in Eqs. (16) and (18) and nraking transformations analogous to those described
above, we obtain an approxiluate [first-order in 1/
k o a(r 2laz)l relation describing tire ray path:
p
a,-a, 1r,,_, p' \l[,, _ 8(4"-a") I
1,,
|t-z-V )JL' -lrUrof I,tq
L'7
iloeTo).
dr'
o_ * y
t----7
n \r 1 a )

- -

'

1

{,-+lr+}ffi('-,$)l'}'

As in the preeeding case, the integration in Eq.
(36) is carried out frorn the source point ro to the
observation point r (the integral is evaluated with
the minus sign). After transition through the ray
turning point 11 , n'hich airvays exists in this case,
the integral from ro to 11 is sumuted with the inregral from rt to r, rthjch is nort evaluatecl with the
ptus sign. Consequently, the plotting of the ray
paths in ths case is more eomplicated' than in the
preceding exatlpie, since the deterrlination of each
point of the path S = e(r) requires the integration
of Eq. (36). We have carried out the integration
on a computer for a logarithnric t'ecess and a
logarithnic protuberanee tr'ith the paratlieters o = 25,
ro = 100 mm! a = 5 mm, d\= 2, and ay = -0.17. We
note that the maxirnuil curvature liRy corresponds
to u = a lT or r : a[-0.23 + in(a1s)]; in other
words, 't alt= 10 (e.g.), the uraximuttl curvature 1/
Rr coruesponds to r = 2a.
The calculated paths of certaiu surface rays are
shown in Figs. 5a and 5b for a recess and a protuberance, respectively. We see at once that the rays
devi.ate toward the center of the recess in the first
case and deviate an'ay frotn the center of the protuberance in the second case, Inasutuch as the calcrtiations were carried out only for rays characterized
by iarge vaiues of the im1:act par"alueter" I = r o sil't o o ,
in keeping with the stated assuuiptiol'rs (u >> a), the
deviation of the paths from straight lines is stnall .
We cail attention to the faet that the cross sections
of the ray tubes increase u'ith distance llrore rapidly
for a recess and more slowly for a protuberance as
eompared with the fiat surface. It is readijy inferred that focusing of the field of the incident surface war,'es is possible when a piane rvave is ineident
on a protuberanee or \l'hen the source is removed to
a sufficiently large distance.

F.-q.

We conclude the article utth a few remarks about
the caiculation of surfaee ray paths in the transntission of a Rayleigh wave actoss one-diu:ensionally irregular obstacles in the form of cylinders of variable
curvature. AU the arguments in this case are ex-

tJ,7t

\
.6. PPalhs of surface rays ircidenL fron ttre center of a wavegui deofttire rouded-Hedge tl.pe, Itre nwbers indicate the a:rgles
FIG

of ray inc idence 0 in degrees.

actly analogous to the preceding case of axisymrnetrical irregularities . Consider , e . g. , the case of
a wedge n'ith vertex angle E rounded into a circular
cyiinder of .radius R; the refractive index in the
rounded region is given by the equation
n(a)

4

: t - __[4,- (a,-a,) sia' a].
/!0J

(37)

L

Substituting Eq. (37) in Eqs. (23) and (25),

readillz obtain the approximate expression

ray paths

sl+!:--#t")
":-l ,. )']''
r'(1 ++| , - -\
L
A..R

for

rl'e

the
(JU]

[,_a(a"-a,)l
L
I".R J

KOR

Het'e g = sin a o = const, u'here the vaiue of the
augle oo corresponds to the flat surface. Conse-

quently, the ray paths in this case are straight
iines (rr'here the cylinder opens out), For example,
if the source js located in the rounded region (zo =
xo = 0), the plus sign in Eg. (38) corresponds to
the incident ray, and the mir:us sign corr'esponds to
the ray produeed by totai internai reflection fronr
the bor.rndary of the cylindrical and flat surfaces.
Total internal rei'lection is obviously charaeterized by
vaiues of the paraneters g greater than unity. The
case g = 1 corresponds to the critical vaiue of the
angle-of ray incidence 6"" = tan-tf ls= ,, at wNeh
total internal reflection beconres possTble. For exautple, 6cr = ?9o fot' koR = 25. Rays rr'ith 6 , 5cr
are trapped by the curved region and propagate
along it as in a waveguide (see aiso Refs. 6 and ?).

it,
!E

a.
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The complete pattern of ray paths, calculated for a
rounded n'edge rrith parameters o = 0,25, koR = 25,
R = 5 mm, e= -:14, and a = (,r.- e)R= 11.8 mnr,
is sho*-n in Fig. 6, The nunrbers characterized the
angles of ray incidence E from the curved region.
The ray paths on the surface of a quadr"atically
rounded wedge can be calculated analogously; the
principal radius of cur\.ature R(z) is described by
the expression R(z) = R(1 + b2z2l2). In this case
(3e)

and the approximate equation for the ray paths has
the form (fot' zo = 1n = 0)
a"(a"-a,)

,--1a,,

91

cI k,R (t+b? z"i2)
{

t-t'I

a--

4(a"-a.)

l['- k"R.(L*b?2"/2)
(o."-o") g'

k"R(t*b!2"/2)

*, ]')'
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where g = sindr. Ignoring the details of the integ?ation of this expression, which is basically sirnilar
to the case diseussed above, \{e merely note the
existence of a turning points, where the denominator
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A

technique is proposed for calculating the correlation function of a sratistically stationary rvideband signal.
Examples of calcularions are given.

An important attribute of a stochastic noise signai is the correlation function, which characterizes
its coherence. Once it is known, the performance
of receiving aruays can be evaluated, and some idea
of the chameteristics of a sound source and a sound
transmission channel can be gained. It is relevant
in a nrrmber of cases to analyze the effects of
guided-wave tmnsmission on .the space-time fluctuations of the correlation function, Cornputer simulation of the formation of the correlation function is
an important adjunct to erlrerimental work.

axis directed downward. We set r:e,r*e,y where
er and er are the unit e vectors directed along the
x and y axes. l{e model the waveguicie by a fluid
iayer 0 S z S H, in n'hjch the sound velocity e(z)
and the density are constant. The niediunl at z > H
is also plane-layered, and the boundary z = 0 is,
acoustjcally compliant. A point (r = 0, z = zo ) source
of sound radiates a statistically stationary noise -signal with an energ'y spectrun G(o). We denote by
p(r, :, l) the sound pressure created by the source
at the point(r,;)at time t. The unnormalized correlation function of the signal is described by the equation

the foilowing problem. We introcluce
a Cartesian coordinate system x, y, z with the z
We consider
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